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Company profile 

 

"Comel Soft Multimedia" Ltd. is a Bulgarian company, established in Sofia in 1991. 

For almost 20 years we tend to deliver to our clients the hottest products of the IT 
industry, emphasizing on the big variety, the quality, the close contact with the customers 
and on the popularizing of non-standard articles, which cannot be found easily at any 
other place. 

The non-standard solutions and the multimedia entertainments are a leading principles in 
the selection of the goods to which we rely on:   

 In 2000, our company was the first one to offer to the Bulgarian market 
computer-based surveillance system by GeoVision Inc. - which differs from any 
other security solutions available till the moment, and which allows you to take 
advantages of the great computer potentialities such as the intelligent system for 
protection of the office and home. 10 years later GeoVision continues to lead the 
CCTV market worldwide and Comel Soft continues to deliver the best CCTV 
solutions here in Bulgaria. 
For additional information, visit http://security.comelsoft.com 

 The wireless networking solutions are one of the market segments we are 
leading on. In fact, we provoked the start of this market back in 2001, with the 
first Linksys WAP11 Access point. It became the first wireless networking product 
available to the Bulgarian customer. Now, we continue to distribute the unique 
Cisco-Linksys solutions for best wireless user experience. 
Visit our unofficial Linksys blog at http://www.linksys.bg 

 The Swiss company Rotronic Logistics AG is our partner from the very beginning 
of our activity. The articles bearing the trade brand of Roline, provide You the little 
things, which no one can go without - cables, KVM switches, adaptors, a wide 
variety of SCSI solutions - in short, high-quality products for every situation. 
For additional info, visit http://www.roline.bg 

 ATEN International is the world's leading manufacturer of KVM (keyboard-video-
mouse) products and we are right here to guarantee that the best KVM solutions 
are immediately available in Bulgaria! The ATEN's product portfolio proposes KVM 
solutions for both single/SOHO users and for the complex KVM configurations for 
centralized control used within corporate IT infrastructures. 
Explore all of these at http://www.aten.bg 

 We also supply the storage/multimedia products from the German manufacturer 
RaidSonic; high-quality NAS/RAID solutions by Thecus; TV tuners from 
AverMedia; video converters from Grandtec 

Our foreign partners are also companies such as TRUST, iiyama, Saitek, Tucano, Vido, 
ELAN. 

The relationship with our business-partners in Bulgaria and abroad allows us to provide 
product range reaching up to 5000 articles: complete PC configurations, network products, 
system components, peripheral devices, consumables and accessories, so that we are able 



 

 

to offer the exact solution at any time. We have 2 reatail-shops and warehouse base in 
Sofia, a developed distributor network in the big cities of the country and a separate 
service base. 

 


